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Windows Azure PlatformApress, 2011


	In the past couple of years, cloud computing has emerged as a disruptive force in the information

	technology (IT) industry. Its impact is of the same magnitude as the Internet and offshoring. Gartner

	Research has identified cloud computing as one of the “top 10 disruptive technologies 2008–2012.”

	According to...
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The New Language of Business: SOA & Web 2.0IBM Press, 2007
In The New Language of Business, senior IBM executive Sandy Carter demonstrates how to leverage SOA, Web 2.0, and related technologies to drive new levels of operational excellence and business innovation.
Writing for executives and business leaders inside and outside IT, Carter explains why flexibility and responsiveness...
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Work Naked: Eight Essential Principles for Peak Performance in the Virtual WorkplaceJossey-Bass, 2001
"Enlightening, enjoyable, and extremely practical, Work Naked offers real clarity about what is wrong with the way most companies work, plus exact directions on how to fix each and every office foolishness. Do what Froggatt says and watch your employee productivity rise."  --Scott Shuster, Business Week   "High-tech tools (cell...
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Nmap in the Enterprise: Your Guide to Network ScanningSyngress Publishing, 2008
Richard Stiennon, vice president at Gartner
"Nmap is one of the tools in your toolbox you need as a network analyst. I would recommend everyone in the world use it to check port 135 to see if [they] have desktop servers listening on it. If you don't, you're going to be down in the next couple of weeks."     

       A...
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Distributed Computing: Principles, Algorithms, and SystemsCambridge University Press, 2008
Designing distributed computing systems is a complex process requiring a solid understanding of the design problems and the theoretical and practical aspects of their solutions. This comprehensive textbook covers the fundamental principles and models underlying the theory, algorithms and systems aspects of distributed computing. Broad and detailed...
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